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1 Introduction

In this note, we consider the local well-posedness of the Cauchy problem for the Schrödinger map for the low regularity initial data. In particular, we give the refined version of the existence theorem compared with the one derived in [8]. We also give the outline of the proof of the uniqueness result in [9].

1.1 Schrödinger map

The Schrödinger map from $\mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R}^n$ to $S^2$ is formulated as follows. To begin with, we identify $S^2$ with the complex plane $\mathbb{C}$ with the specific metric by using the stereographic projection as follows. The stereographic projection $\phi : S^2 \setminus \{(0,0,1)\} \to \mathbb{C}$ maps $w \in \mathbb{C}$ to

$$\phi^{-1}(w) = \left( \frac{2\text{Re}w}{1+|w|^2}, \frac{2\text{Im}w}{1+|w|^2}, \frac{1-|w|^2}{1+|w|^2} \right) \in S^2.$$ 

Here, for a complex number $w$, $\text{Re}w$ and $\text{Im}w$ denotes the real part of $w$ and the imaginary part, respectively. Using this relation, we identify $S^2$ with $(\mathbb{C}, gdw d\bar{w})$ where $g$ is given by $g(w, \bar{w}) = 2/(1+|w|^2)^2$.

The energy of the map $z : \mathbb{R}^n \to (\mathbb{C}, g dw d\bar{w})(\simeq S^2)$ is given by

$$E[z] = \int_{\mathbb{R}^n} \frac{|
abla z(x)|^2}{(1+|z(x)|^2)^2} dx. \quad (1.1)$$

Then, the Euler-Lagrange equation of the energy functional $E[z]$ is determined by

$$\sum_{j=1}^n \nabla_j \partial_j z = 0, \quad (1.2)$$
where
\[ \nabla_j = \partial_j - \frac{2}{1 + |z|^2} \overline{z} \partial_j z. \tag{1.3} \]

The map satisfying the equation (1.2) is known as the harmonic map, and the map satisfying its evolution of the form
\[ \partial_t z = i \sum_{j=1}^{n} \nabla_j \partial_j z \tag{1.4} \]
is called the Schrödinger map. We notice that by (1.3) the Schrödinger map is the derivative nonlinear Schrödinger equation of the form
\[ i \partial_t z + \Delta z = \frac{2}{1 + |z|^2} \overline{z} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\partial_j z)^2. \tag{1.5} \]

We also notice that it is known that the solution of (1.4) preserves the energy \( E[z(t)] \) defined by (1.1) (see [7]).

Remark 1.1. The equation (1.5) is also derived from the Heisenberg model of the ferromagnetic spin system
\[ u : \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow S^2 \subset \mathbb{R}^3, \quad n = 1, 2, 3, \]
\[ \partial_t u = u \times \Delta u, \tag{1.6} \]

by using the stereographic projection (see [16]).

Remark 1.2. The Schrödinger map is also formulated in more general setting. Let \((N, g, J)\) be the Riemannian surface with the metric \(g\), complex structure \(J\). Then, the Schrödinger map is described by the map \(s : \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow N\) satisfying
\[ \partial_t s = J(s) \sum_{j=1}^{n} \nabla_j \partial_j s, \tag{1.7} \]
where \(\nabla_j\) denotes the pull-back covariant derivative on \(s^{-1}TN\).

1.2 Cauchy problem of the Schrödinger map

In this note, we consider the Cauchy problem of the Schrödinger map
\[ (S) \begin{cases} \partial_t z = i \sum_{j=1}^{n} \nabla_j \partial_j z, & (t, x) \in (0, \infty) \times \mathbb{R}^n, \\ z|_{t=0} = z_0, & x \in \mathbb{R}^n. \end{cases} \]
In view of to construct the time-global solution to (S), it is natural to treat the class of the initial data the conserved energy $E[z_0]$ is finite. Roughly speaking, such class is $H^1(\mathbb{R}^n)$. So, we first consider the time-local well-posedness of (S) for the data in $H^s(\mathbb{R}^n)$ for small $s$ as long as possible.

The equation in (S) has the scaling invariance. Form the usual scaling argument, it is considered that $s \geq n/2$ is necessary for the local well-posedness of (S). Thus, to treat the local well-posedness of (S) in $H^1(\mathbb{R}^n)$, we must restrict the space dimension $n$ to 1 or 2. The case $n = 2$ is critical in this sense, and in this case we have the following interesting conjecture, which states the geometric structure of the target manifold influences the global behavior of the solution.

- If the target manifold is $S^2$, then there exists smooth $z_0$ with $E[z_0] < \infty$ which develops the singularity in finite time.
- If the target manifold is $H^2$ (the hyperbolic space), then for all smooth $z_0$ with $E[z_0] < \infty$, (S) has a unique smooth solution globally in time.

As for the Cauchy problem (S), the following results are known. Chang-Shatah-Uhlenbeck [4] showed that when the space dimension $n = 1$, there exists a unique global solution in $H^1(\mathbb{R})$. When the space dimension $n = 2$, they showed the existence of unique small global solution for the data in $H^1(\mathbb{R}^2)$ under the radial or equivariant symmetry assumption. Their method is based on the application of the Hasimoto transformation to transform the Schrödinger map such as (1.5) to the non-linear Schrödinger equation which have no derivative term in the nonlinearity.

### 1.3 Gauge transformation

In what follows, we focus to the Schrödinger map from $\mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R}^2$ to $S^2$, (1.4) without symmetry assumption. To consider the Schrödinger map for the low regularity data, Nahmod-Stefanov-Uhlenbeck [13] introduced the gauge transformation as follows. For the Schrödinger map $z$ and $\nabla_\alpha$ defined by (1.3), we introduce the following
transformation

\[ u_{\alpha} = \frac{2}{1 + |z|^{2}} e^{i\psi} \partial_{\alpha} z, \quad (1.8) \]

\[ D_{\alpha} = \frac{2}{1 + |z|^{2}} e^{i\psi} \nabla_{\alpha} (1 + |z|^{2}) e^{-i\psi} \equiv \partial_{\alpha} + iA_{\alpha}, \quad (1.9) \]

for \( \alpha = 0, 1, 2 \), where \( \psi \) is a real-valued function determined later, and \( \partial_{0} = \partial_{t} \). Here, we notice that \( A_{\alpha} \) is the real valued function determined by

\[ A_{\alpha} = -\partial_{\alpha} \psi + \frac{2}{1 + |z|^{2}} \text{Im}(z \partial_{\alpha} \overline{z}). \]

Then, the equation (1.4) is written as

\[ u_{0} = i \sum_{k=1}^{2} D_{k} u_{k}. \quad (1.10) \]

Moreover, the conditions on \( \partial_{\alpha} \) and \( \nabla_{\alpha} \),

\[ \nabla_{\alpha} \partial_{\beta} z = \nabla_{\beta} \partial_{\alpha} z, \quad [\nabla_{\alpha}, \nabla_{\beta}] = -4i \text{Im}(b_{\alpha} \overline{b}_{\beta}), \]

are written as

\[ D_{\alpha} u_{\beta} = D_{\beta} u_{\alpha}, \quad [D_{\alpha}, D_{\beta}] = -4i \text{Im}(u_{\alpha} \overline{u}_{\beta}), \quad (1.11) \]

where \( b_{j} = (1 + |z|^{2})^{-1} \partial_{j} z \). In particular, the equations (1.10), (1.11) are invariant for arbitrary choice of the real-valued function \( \psi \) in (1.8), (1.9).

Now we apply \( D_{j} \) to the equation (1.10) and we use the conditions (1.11) to obtain

\[ D_{0} u_{j} = i \sum_{k=1}^{2} D_{k}^{2} u_{j} + \sum_{k=1}^{2} 4 \text{Im}(u_{j} \overline{u}_{k}) u_{k}. \quad (1.12) \]

Then, we determine \( \psi \) by the Coulomb gauge condition

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{2} \partial_{j} A_{j} = 0, \quad (1.13) \]

which is equivalent to

\[ \Delta \psi = \sum_{j=1}^{2} \partial_{j} \left\{ \frac{2}{1 + |z|^{2}} \text{Im}(z \partial_{j} \overline{z}) \right\}. \]

Such \( \psi \) is uniquely determined up to constants for the map \( z \) which decays at space infinity. From the condition (1.13) with (1.10), (1.11), \( A_{\alpha}, \alpha = 0, 1, 2 \) is determined
only by $u_j$'s (see (2.4), (2.6)). The derived system of the nonlinear Schrödinger equations on $u_j$'s is called the modified Schrödinger map (see [13, Theorems 2.1, 2.2]).

Remark 1.3. (1) Since the modified Schrödinger map is derived as the first order derivatives of the original Schrödinger map (see (1.8)), the solution of the modified Schrödinger map in $H^s$ corresponds to the solution to the original Schrödinger map in $H^{s+1}$.

(2) As is pointed out in [13, §3], it is not possible to go back directly from the solution of the modified Schrödinger map to the original Schrödinger map. However, a priori estimate and the estimate on the time of existence on the smooth solution to (MS) are made use of in order to construct the low regularity solution to the Schrödinger map. See [11, §6] for details.

2 Main Results

The modified Schrödinger map (MS) in two space dimensions is the system of the nonlinear Schrödinger equations of the following form,

\[
\begin{align*}
   i \partial_t u_1 + \Delta u_1 &= -2i A \cdot \nabla u_1 + A_0 u_1 + |A|^2 u_1 + 4i \text{Im}(u_2 \overline{u}_1) u_2, \\
   i \partial_t u_2 + \Delta u_2 &= -2i A \cdot \nabla u_2 + A_0 u_2 + |A|^2 u_2 + 4i \text{Im}(u_1 \overline{u}_2) u_1, \\
   u_1(0, x) &= u_0^1(x), \quad u_2(0, x) = u_0^2(x), \quad x \in \mathbb{R}^2,
\end{align*}
\]

where, $u_j : [0, T] \times \mathbb{R}^2 \ni (t, x) \mapsto u(t, x) \in \mathbb{C}$, $j = 1, 2$ (we set $u = (u_1, u_2)$ in the following), and $A = (A_1[u], A_2[u])$, $A_0 = A_0[u]$ are defined by

\[
\begin{align*}
   A_j[u] &= 2G_j \ast \text{Im}(u_1 \overline{u}_2), \quad j = 1, 2, \\
   G_1(x) &= \frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{x_2}{|x|^2}, \quad G_2(x) = -\frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{x_1}{|x|^2}, \\
   A_0[u] &= -\sum_{j,k=1}^{2} 2R_j R_k \text{Re}(u_j \overline{u}_k) + 2|u|^2.
\end{align*}
\]

Here, $R_j = \partial_j (-\Delta)^{-1/2}$ denotes the Riesz transforms.

From the definition above we have $\text{div} A = 0$. This fact and the fact that $A_j[u]$ is real valued enable us to derive the conservation of the $L^2$-norm.
Lemma 2.1. Let $u$ be the solution to (MS). Then, we have
\[ \|u(t)\|_{L^2} = \|u_0\|_{L^2}, \quad t \geq 0. \] (2.7)

Proof. Multiplying the first equation in (MS) by $\overline{u}_1$ and integrating over $\mathbb{R}^n$, and then taking the imaginary part, we obtain
\[
\frac{1}{2} \partial_t \|u_1(t)\|^2_{L^2} = 4 \int \text{Im}(u_2 \overline{u}_1) \text{Re}(u_2 \overline{u}_1) \, dx,
\]
since $\text{div} \, A = 0$, and $A_0, A_j$ is real valued for $j = 1, 2$. Similarly, we obtain
\[
\frac{1}{2} \partial_t \|u_2(t)\|^2_{L^2} = 4 \int \text{Im}(u_1 \overline{u}_2) \text{Re}(u_1 \overline{u}_2) \, dx
\]
\[= -4 \int \text{Im}(u_2 \overline{u}_1) \text{Re}(u_2 \overline{u}_1) \, dx.\]
Thus, we obtain $\partial_t \|u(t)\|^2_{L^2} = \partial_t \|u_1(t)\|^2_{L^2} + \partial_t \|u_2(t)\|^2_{L^2} = 0$ which implies (2.7). \qed

Remark 2.2. (1) Due to the relation (1.8), the conservation of the $L^2$-norm of (MS) corresponds to the conservation of the energy $E[z(t)]$ for the original Schrödinger map.

(2) The modified Schrödinger map is invariant with respect to the scale transformation
\[ u(t, x) \mapsto \lambda u(\lambda^2 t, \lambda x), \quad \lambda > 0. \]

Then, the scaling argument suggests that the critical space for the local well-posedness of the Cauchy problem (MS) is $L^2(\mathbb{R}^2)$.

As for the modified Schrödinger map, Nahmod-Stefanov-Uhlenbeck [14] showed the existence and uniqueness of the solution for the data $u_0 \in H^s(\mathbb{R}^2)$ with $s > 1$ by using the energy method. In [8], we showed the existence of at least one solution for the data $u_0 \in H^s(\mathbb{R}^2)$ with $s > 1/2$ by using the energy method combined with a variant of the Strichartz estimates. However, uniqueness of solutions was proved only for the data $u_0 \in H^1(\mathbb{R}^2)$ due to the loss of the derivatives in the nonlinearity. In this note, we describe the slightly improved version of the result in [8], especially on the lower bound of the time of the existence (2.8) and the estimate of the solution (2.9).

Theorem 2.3. Let $u_0 \in H^s(\mathbb{R}^2)$ with $s > 1/2$. Then, there exists $T > 0$ satisfying
\[
\min\{1, C/((1 + \|u_0\|^q_{L^2})\|u_0\|^q_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}})\} \leq T \leq 1,
\] (2.8)
and at least one solution \( u \in C_w([0, T]; H^s) \cap C([0, T]; L^2) \) to (MS) such that
\[
J^{s-1/2-\epsilon} u \in L^p(0, T; L^q),
\]
where \( J^\delta = (I - \Delta)^{\delta/2} \), \( s - 1/2 > \epsilon > 0 \), and \( 1/p = 1/2 - 1/q \) with \( 2 \leq q \leq \infty \).

Remark 2.4. Similar result have been obtained in Kato [8], Kenig-Nahmod [11]. In Theorem 2.3 we refine such results in the following sense. Firstly, the lower bound of \( T \) (2.8) depends on \( \|u_0\|_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}} \) instead of \( \|u_0\|_{H^s} \). Secondly, the condition of the solution (2.9) is estimated explicitly. This fact is used effectively to show the uniqueness of the solution in class below \( H^1 \) (see [9]).

For the proof of Theorem 2.3 we use the compactness argument. Because the local well-posedness for smooth data is already known (see [14]), our task is to show a priori estimate for the solution to (MS). To recover the loss of the derivatives caused by the nonlinearity, the following type of estimate
\[
\|J^s w\|_{L_T^p L_x^q} \lesssim \|w(0)\|_{L_{x}^{s+1/2+\epsilon'}} + \|F\|_{L_T^2 L_x^{s-1/2}}
\]
for the solution to \( i\partial_t w + \Delta w = F \) is crucial in our argument, where \( p, q \) are the admissible exponent for Strichartz estimates (see Proposition 3.5 below for the precise statement). Compared with the usual Strichartz estimate
\[
\|J^s w\|_{L_T^p L_x^q} \lesssim \|w(0)\|_{H^s} + \|F\|_{L_T^1 L_x^s},
\]
estimate (1.13) says that we have a gain of the regularity \( 1/2 \) on the inhomogeneous term at the cost of a loss of the regularity \( 1/2 + \epsilon' \) on the homogeneous term. This type of estimate is first appeared in Koch-Tzvetkov [12], and refined by Kenig-Koenig [10] in the context of the Benjamin-Ono equation.

In Theorem 2.3, the uniqueness of the solution is not obtained. As for the uniqueness, the following results have been known. By using the Vladimirov's argument [18] (see also [15]) we obtained the uniqueness of the solution to (MS) in \( H^1 \).

**Theorem 2.5** ([8]). Let \( u_0 \in H^1(R^2) \). Then, the solution to (MS) in the class of Theorem 2.3 is uniquely determined.

Recently, the condition on the regularity for the uniqueness is improved as follows.
Theorem 2.6 ([9]). Let $u_0 \in H^s(\mathbb{R}^2)$ with $s > 3/4$. Then, there exists $T > 0$ and unique solution $u \in C([0, T]; H^s)$ to (MS) such that

$$J^{s-1/2-\epsilon}u \in L^p(0, T; L^q),$$

where $s - 1/2 > \epsilon > 0$, and $1/p = 1/2 - 1/q$ with $2 \leq q \leq \infty$.

In the rest of this note, we describe the outline of the proof of Theorems 2.3 and 2.6. For simplicity, we consider the following problem

$$i\partial_t u + \Delta u = iA[u] \cdot \nabla u, \quad (t, x) \in (0, T) \times \mathbb{R}^2,$$

$$u(0, x) = u_0(x), \quad x \in \mathbb{R}^2,$$

where $A[u] = (A_1[u], A_2[u])$ with

$$A_j[u] = G_j * |u|^2, \quad j = 1, 2.$$

This is the essential part of (MS), and it is not hard to handle the full system (MS) to show the same result.

Throughout this note we use the following notation. We denote by $\hat{f}$ or $\mathcal{F}f$ the Fourier transform of $f$. We denote $J^s = (I - \Delta)^{s/2}$ and $D^s = (-\Delta)^{s/2}$. $H^s$ is the Sobolev space whose norm is defined by $\|f\|_{H^s} = \|J^s f\|_{L^2}$, and $\dot{H}^s$ is the homogeneous Sobolev space whose semi-norm is defined by $\|f\|_{\dot{H}^s} = \|D^s f\|_{L^2}$. The function space $L^p(0, T; L^q(\mathbb{R}^2))$ is simply denoted by $L^p_T L^q_x$, and $L^\infty(0, T; H^s(\mathbb{R}^2))$ is also $L^\infty_T H^s_x$.

3 Outline of Proof of Theorem 2.3

In this section, we describe the outline of the proof of Theorem 2.3. In particular, we give a proof of a priori estimate of the solution, which gives the condition (2.9). Once we obtain such a priori estimate, the existence of the solution is similarly proved as in [8].

3.1 Preliminary Estimates

In this subsection we collect the estimates which is used to construct a priori estimates for the solution to (2.11). We first state the usual Strichartz estimates. For the proof, see [2] for example.
Lemma 3.1. Let $n = 2$. We assume $2 < p \leq \infty$, $2 \leq q < \infty$, and $1/p = 1/2 - 1/q$. Then, the following estimates hold.

\[
\|U(t)f\|_{L_t^p L_x^q} \lesssim \|f\|_{L^2},
\]

(3.1)

\[
\left\| \int_0^t U(t-t')F(t') dt' \right\|_{L_t^p L_x^q} \lesssim \|F\|_{L_t^1 L_x^2},
\]

(3.2)

where $U(t) = e^{it\Delta}$.

Lemma 3.2. For $s > 0$, $1 < p < \infty$, we have

\[
\|D^s(fg)\|_{L^p} \lesssim \|f\|_{L^p_1}\|D^s g\|_{L^p_2} + \|g\|_{L^r_1}\|D^s f\|_{L^r_2},
\]

\[
\|J^s(fg)\|_{L^p} \lesssim \|f\|_{L^p_1}\|J^s g\|_{L^p_2} + \|g\|_{L^r_1}\|J^s f\|_{L^r_2},
\]

where $1/p = 1/p_1 + 1/p_2 = 1/r_1 + 1/r_2$ with $p < p_1, r_1 \leq \infty$.

Proof. See [3, Proposition 1.2], for example. Note that $\|f\|_{F^s_{p,2}} \simeq \|D^s f\|_{L^p}$ and $\|f\|_{F^s_{p,2}} \simeq \|J^s f\|_{L^p}$ for $1 < p < \infty$. □

Below we collect the estimates on the potential term $A[u]$ defined by (2.12). Of course, the same estimate also holds $A[u]$ defined by (2.4).

Lemma 3.3. We assume $s \geq 0$, $1 > \delta > 2/q > 0$, and $2 \leq p < \infty$ if $s > 0$; $2 < p < \infty$ if $s = 0$. Then, we have

\[
\|\nabla A[u]\|_{H^s} \lesssim \|u\|_{L^\infty}\|u\|_{H^s},
\]

(3.3)

\[
\|\nabla A[u]\|_{L^\infty} \lesssim \|u\|_{L^\infty}\|J^\delta u\|_{L^q},
\]

(3.4)

\[
\|A[u]\|_{L^\infty} \lesssim \|u\|_{L^2}\|J^\delta u\|_{L^q},
\]

(3.5)

\[
\|D^s A[u]\|_{L^p} \lesssim \|u\|_{L^p}\|u\|_{H^s}.
\]

(3.6)

Proof. Since $A[u]$ is given by

$$A[u] = (-\Delta)^{-1}\text{rot} |u|^2,$$

it is not hard to show the above estimates by using Lemma 3.2 and the Sobolev embedding. See [8] for the detail. □

The following is the energy estimate for the solution to (2.11).
Proposition 3.4. Let $s \geq 0$ and let $u$ be a solution to (2.11) on $(0, T) \times \mathbb{R}^2$. Then, for $T > 0$, we have

$$\|u\|_{L^\infty_t H^s} \leq \|u_0\|_{H^s} \exp \left\{ C (1 + \|u_0\|_{L^2}^2) T^{2/q} \|J^\delta u\|_{L^p_t L^q_x}^2 \right\},$$

where $\delta > 2/q > 0$, $1/p = 1/2 - 1/q$.

Proof. For the proof of the energy estimate (3.7), we employ [14, Propositions 2] which states

$$\partial_t \|u(t)\|_{H^s}^2 \lesssim (\|\nabla \mathbf{A}(t)\|_{H^s} \|u(t)\|_{L^\infty} + \|\nabla \mathbf{A}(t)\|_{L^\infty} \|u(t)\|_{H^s}) \|u(t)\|_{H^s}. \quad (3.8)$$

This estimate is proved by using the commutator estimate combined with the Littlewood-Paley decomposition. In what follows, we estimate each term on the right hand side of (3.8) to obtain (3.7) assuming $s > 0$.

From (3.3) we have

$$\|\nabla \mathbf{A}(t)\|_{H^s} \|u(t)\|_{L^\infty} \lesssim \|u(t)\|_{L^\infty}^2 \|u(t)\|_{H^s} \lesssim \|J^\delta u(t)\|_{L^q}^2 \|u(t)\|_{H^s} \quad (3.9)$$

by the Sobolev embedding, where $\delta > 2/q$. Similarly, from (3.4) we have

$$\|\nabla \mathbf{A}(t)\|_{L^\infty} \|u(t)\|_{H^s} \lesssim \|u(t)\|_{L^\infty} \|J^\delta u(t)\|_{L^q} \|u(t)\|_{H^s} \quad (3.10)$$

Thus, we obtain

$$\partial_t \|u(t)\|_{H^s}^2 \leq C (1 + \|u_0\|_{L^2}^2) \|J^\delta u(t)\|_{L^q}^2 \|u(t)\|_{H^s}^2.$$

Now we apply the Gronwall inequality to obtain

$$\|u(t)\|_{H^s} \leq \|u_0\|_{H^s} \exp \left\{ C (1 + \|u_0\|_{L^2}^2) \int_0^T \|J^\delta u(t')\|_{L^q}^2 dt' \right\}.$$

Therefore, the conservation of the $L^2$-norm (see Lemma 2.1) and the Hölder inequality with respect to the time integral enables us to obtain (3.7).

We finally state the crucial estimate for the proof of Theorem 2.3. This type of estimate was first given by Koch-Tzvetkov [12] and refined by Kenig-Koenig [10] in the context of the Benjamin-Ono equation.
Proposition 3.5. Let $T \leq 1$. We assume that $w$ is a solution to the equation
\begin{equation}
    i \partial_t w + \Delta w = F, \quad (t, x) \in (0, T) \times \mathbb{R}^2.
\end{equation}
Then, for $s \in \mathbb{R}$, $\epsilon' > 0$, we have
\begin{equation}
    \| J^s w \|_{L_T^p L_x^q} \lesssim \| w \|_{L_T^\infty H^{s+1/2+\epsilon'}} + \| F \|_{L_T^2 H_x^{s-1/2}},
\end{equation}
where $1/p = 1/2 - 1/q$, $2 \leq q < \infty$.

Proof. The proof is essentially due to [10, Proposition 2.8]. We first introduce the Littlewood-Paley decomposition. Let $\varphi \in C_0^\infty(\mathbb{R}^2)$ satisfy $\varphi(\xi) = 1$ for $|\xi| \leq 1/2$, $\varphi(\xi) = 0$ for $|\xi| \geq 1$. And we set $\eta(\xi) = \varphi(\xi/2) - \varphi(\xi)$ and set $\eta_k(\xi) = \eta(\xi/2^k)$ for $k \geq 0$ so that supp $\eta_k \subset \{2^{k-1} \leq |\xi| \leq 2^{k+1}\}$ and $1 = \varphi(\xi) + \sum_{k=0}^\infty \eta_k(\xi)$. Then, we define $\Delta_k$ by $\Delta_k f = \eta_k \hat{f}$ and $S_0$ by $\hat{S_0 f} = \varphi \hat{f}$, where $\hat{g}$ denotes the Fourier transform of $g$. Using the notation above, it is known that
\begin{equation}
    \| f \|_{L^r(\mathbb{R}^n)} \simeq \left( \| |S_0 f|^2 + \sum_{k=0}^\infty |\Delta_k f|^2 \|_{L^r(\mathbb{R}^n)} \right)^{1/2},
\end{equation}
holds for $1 < r < \infty$.

Since $2 \leq q < \infty$, using the Littlewood-Paley decomposition of $J^s w$ we have
\begin{align*}
    \| J^s w \|_{L_T^p L_x^q} &\lesssim \left( \| |S_0 J^s w|^2 + \sum_{k=0}^\infty |\Delta_k J^s w|^2 \|_{L_T^p L_x^2} \right)^{1/2} \\
                              &\lesssim \left( \| J^s S_0 w \|_{L_T^p L_x^2}^2 + \sum_{k=0}^\infty \| J^s \Delta_k w \|_{L_T^p L_x^2}^2 \right)^{1/2}.
\end{align*}
For the last inequality above we used the Minkowski's integral inequality, since $p, q \geq 2$.

Before applying Strichartz estimates to estimate $\| J^s \Delta_k w \|_{L_T^p L_x^2}^2$, we prepare the disjoint decomposition of the time interval $[0, T] = \bigcup_{j=1}^m I_j$, where $I_j = [a_j, a_j+1)$ satisfy $|I_j| = 2^{-k}$ for $1 \leq j \leq m - 1$ and $2^{-k} \leq |I_m| \leq 2^{-k+1}$. Then, we have $m \leq 2^k$, since $(m-1)2^{-k} + |I_m| = T$ implies $2^{-k}m \leq T - 2^{-k} + 2^{-k} = T \leq 1$. Now we apply
the decomposition as follows.

\[ \| J^s \Delta_k w \|_{L_T^p L_x^q} \lesssim 2^{sk} \| \Delta_k w \|_{L_T^p L_x^q} \]

\[ = 2^{sk} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{m} \| \Delta_k w \|_{L_{I_j}^p L_x^q}^p \right)^{1/p} \]

\[ \lesssim 2^{sk} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{m} \| \Delta_k w \|_{L_{I_j}^p L_x^q}^2 \right)^{1/2}, \]

since \( l^2 \rightarrow l^p \) for \( p > 2 \). Since \( \Delta_k w \) satisfies the following integral equation

\[ \Delta_k w(t) = U(t) \Delta_k w(a_j) - i \int_{a_j}^{t} U(t-t') \Delta_k F(t') \, dt' \quad (3.13) \]

for \( t \in I_j \), applying Lemma 3.1 we have

\[ \| \Delta_k w \|_{L_{I_j}^p L_x^q} \lesssim \| \Delta_k w(a_j) \|_{L^2}^2 + \| \Delta_k F \|_{L_{I_j}^1 L_x^2}^2. \]

Thus, we obtain

\[ 2^{sk} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{m} \| \Delta_k w \|_{L_{I_j}^p L_x^q}^2 \right)^{1/2} \]

\[ \lesssim 2^{sk} \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{m} \left( \| \Delta_k w(a_j) \|_{L^2}^2 + \| \Delta_k F \|_{L_{I_j}^1 L_x^2}^2 \right) \right\}^{1/2} \]

\[ \lesssim 2^{sk} \left\{ m \| \Delta_k w \|_{L_T^p L_x^q}^2 + \sum_{j=1}^{m} |I_j| \| \Delta_k F \|_{L_{I_j}^1 L_x^2}^2 \right\}^{1/2} \]

\[ \lesssim 2^{(s+1/2)k} \| \Delta_k w \|_{L_T^p L_x^q} + 2^{(s-1/2)k} \| \Delta_k F \|_{L_{T}^1 L_x^2}^2 \]

\[ \lesssim 2^{-\epsilon'k} \| w \|_{L_T^\infty H_x^{s+1/2+\epsilon'}} + \| \Delta_k J^{s-1/2} F \|_{L_T^2 L_x^2}. \]

For the last term in the second inequality above, we used the triangle inequality in \( l^2 \)
and then applied \( l^1 \rightarrow l^2 \). Meanwhile, applying Lemma 3.1 it is easy to see that

\[ \| J^s S_0 w \|_{L_T^p L_x^q} \lesssim \| S_0 w(0) \|_{L^2} + \| S_0 F_1 \|_{L_T^1 L_x^2} + \| S_0 F_2 \|_{L_T^1 L_x^2} \]

\[ \lesssim \| w \|_{L_T^p L_x^q} + \| S_0 J^{s-1/2} F_1 \|_{L_T^2 L_x^2} + \| S_0 J^s F_2 \|_{L_T^2 L_x^2}. \]
Therefore, we obtain
\[
\left(\|J^s S_0 w\|_{L_T^p L_x^q}^2 + \sum_{k=0}^\infty \|J^s \Delta_k w\|_{L_T^p L_x^q}^2\right)^{1/2} \\
\lesssim \left(\sum_{k=0}^\infty 2^{-2\epsilon'k} \|w\|_{L_T^\infty H_x^{s+1/2+\epsilon'}}^2\right)^{1/2} + \left(\|S_0 J^{s-1/2} F\|_{L_T^p L_x^q}^2 + \sum_{k=0}^\infty \|\Delta_k J^{s-1/2} F\|_{L_T^p L_x^q}^2\right)^{1/2} \\
\lesssim \|w\|_{L_T^\infty H_x^{s+1/2+\epsilon'}} + \|J^{s-1/2} F_1\|_{L_T^p L_x^q},
\]
where we applied the Minkowski's integral inequality again for the second inequality above. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.5.

\[\square\]

3.2 A Priori Estimate

Below we show a priori estimate to the solution to (2.11). Once we obtain such a priori estimate, Theorem 2.3 is similarly proved as in [8] by using the compactness argument.

**Theorem 3.6.** We assume \(s > 1/2\) and choose \(\epsilon > 0\) satisfying \(s - 1/2 > \epsilon\). Let \(u\) be a smooth solution to (2.11). Then, for any \(\epsilon > 0\), there exists \(T\) satisfying
\[\min\{1, C/((1 + \|u_0\|_{L^2}^q)\|u_0\|_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}}^q)\} \leq T \leq 1\]
and \(M > 0\) such that
\[\|J^\delta u\|_{L_T^p L_x^q} \leq M\|u_0\|_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}},\]  
(3.14)
where \(\epsilon > \delta > 2/q > 0\), \(1/p = 1/2 - 1/q\). Moreover, we have
\[\|J^{s-1/2-\epsilon} u\|_{L_T^p L_x^q} \leq C(\|u_0\|_{H^s}).\]  
(3.15)

**Proof.** Applying Proposition 3.5 for \(F = i A[u] \cdot \nabla u\) with \(s = \delta\), we obtain
\[\|J^\delta u\|_{L_T^p L_x^q} \lesssim \|u\|_{L_T^\infty H_a^{s+1/2+\epsilon'}} + \|A[u] \cdot \nabla u\|_{L_T^p H_a^{s-1/2+\epsilon'}}\]  
(3.16)
where we substituted \(\delta + \epsilon' = \epsilon\). In what follows we estimate each term on the right hand side of (3.16) to obtain (3.14).
The first term is easily estimated by applying energy estimate (3.7) directly,
\[ ||u||_{L_{T}^{\infty}H_{x}^{1/2+\epsilon}} \leq ||u_0||_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}} \exp\{C(1+||u_0||_{L^2}^2)T^{2/q}||J^\delta u||_{L_{T}^{p}L_{x}^{q}}^{2}\}. \]
As for the second term we notice that \(A[u] \cdot \nabla u = \text{div}(A[u]u)\), since \(\text{div} A[u] = 0\). Using this, we have
\[ ||A[u] \cdot \nabla u||_{L_{T}^{2}H_{x}^{-1/2+\delta}} \lesssim ||D^{1/2+\delta}(A[u]u)||_{L_{T}^{2}L_{x}^{2}} \]
\[ \quad \lesssim ||u||_{L_{T}^{2}L_{x}^{\infty}}||D^{1/2+\delta}A[u]||_{L_{T}^{\infty}L_{x}^{2}} + ||A[u]||_{L_{T}^{2}L_{x}^{\infty}}||D^{1/2+\delta}u||_{L_{T}^{\infty}L_{x}^{2}}. \]
Then, applying (3.5), (3.6), we have
\[ ||D^{1/2+\delta}A[u]||_{L_{T}^{\infty}L_{x}^{2}} \lesssim ||u||_{L_{T}^{\infty}L_{x}^{2}}||J^\delta u||_{L_{T}^{2}L_{x}^{q}} \]
\[ \quad \lesssim (1+||u_0||_{L^2}^2||J^\delta u||_{L_{T}^{2}L_{x}^{q}}^2) ||u||_{L_{T}^{\infty}H^{1/2+\delta}} \]
\[ \quad \lesssim ||u_0||_{H^{1/2+\delta}} \exp\{C(1+||u_0||_{L^2}^2)T^{2/q}||J^\delta u||_{L_{T}^{p}L_{x}^{q}}^{2}\}. \]

Thus, from conservation of the \(L^2\)-norm and the energy estimate (3.7), we obtain
\[ ||A[u] \cdot \nabla u||_{L_{T}^{2}H_{x}^{-1/2+\delta}} \lesssim ||u_0||_{L_{T}^{2}L_{x}^{2}}||J^\delta u||_{L_{T}^{p}L_{x}^{q}} \]
\[ \quad \lesssim ||u_0||_{H^{1/2+\delta}} \exp\{C(1+||u_0||_{L^2}^2)T^{2/q}||J^\delta u||_{L_{T}^{p}L_{x}^{q}}^{2}\}. \]
Therefore, we obtain
\[ ||J^\delta u||_{L_{T}^{p}L_{x}^{q}} \leq C_0||u_0||_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}} \exp\{C_1(1+||u_0||_{L^2}^2)T^{2/q}||J^\delta u||_{L_{T}^{p}L_{x}^{q}}^{2}\}. \] (3.17)

Now we set \(K(T) = ||J^\delta u||_{L_{T}^{p}L_{x}^{q}}^2\). Then, \(K(T)\) is a continuous function with respect to \(T\) since \(2 \leq p < \infty\), and (3.17) implies
\[ K(T) \leq C_0^2||u_0||_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}}^2 \exp\{2C_1(1+||u_0||_{L^2}^2)T^{2/q}K(T)\}. \] (3.18)

If \(K(T) \leq C_0^2e||u_0||_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}}^2\) holds for \(0 \leq T \leq 1\), then the conclusion of Theorem 3.6 follows. On the other hand, in the case of there exists \(T_1 \in (0,1)\) such that \(K(T_1) > C_0^2e||u_0||_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}}^2\), we set
\[ T_0 = \inf\{T > 0; K(T) > C_0^2e||u_0||_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}}^2\}. \]
Then, \(T_0 > 0\) and we have \(K(T_0) = C_0^2e||u_0||_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}}^2\). Thus, (3.18) with \(T = T_0\) implies that
\[ e \leq \exp\{2C_1(1+||u_0||_{L^2}^2)T_0^{2/q}C_0^2e||u_0||_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}}^2\}. \]
Therefore, we obtain the lower bound of $T_0$,

$$T_0 \geq \frac{1}{(2C_0^2 C_1 e)^{q/2} (1 + \|u_0\|^2_{L^2}) \|u_0\|^q_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}}},$$

and for $0 \leq T \leq T_0$, $K(T) \leq K(T_0) = C_0^2 e \|u_0\|^2_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}}$ holds.

Finally, we prove a priori estimate (3.15). We apply Proposition 3.5 again for $F = iA[u] \cdot \nabla u$ to obtain

$$\|J^{s-1/2-\epsilon} u\|_{L_T^p L_x^q} \lesssim \|u\|_{L_T^\infty H^s} + \|A[u] \cdot \nabla u\|_{L_T^2 H^{-\epsilon}}. \quad (3.19)$$

Since the first term is also estimated applying the energy estimate (3.7),

$$\|u\|_{L_T^\infty H^s} \leq \|u_0\|_{H^s} \exp \{C (1 + \|u_0\|^2_{L^2}) T^{2/q} \|J^s u\|^2_{L_T^2 L_x^2} \},$$

it suffices to estimate the second term on the right hand side of (3.19) to obtain (3.15). The second term is also estimated similarly as before,

$$\|A[u] \cdot \nabla u\|_{L_T^2 H^{-\epsilon}} \lesssim \|D^{s-\epsilon} (A[u] u)\|_{L_T^p L_x^q} \lesssim \|u_0\|^2_{L^2} \|J^s u\|^2_{L_T^p L_x^q} \|u\|_{L_T^\infty H^s} \lesssim \|u_0\|_{H^s} \exp \{C (1 + \|u_0\|^2_{L^2}) T^{2/q} \|J^s u\|^2_{L_T^p L_x^q} \}.$$

Thus, by using (3.14) we obtain

$$\|J^{s-1/2-\epsilon} u\|_{L_T^p L_x^q} \leq C_0 \|u_0\|_{H^s} \exp \{C_1 (1 + \|u_0\|^2_{L^2}) T^{2/q} \|J^s u\|^2_{L_T^p L_x^q} \} \leq C_0 \|u_0\|_{H^s} \exp \{C_1 (1 + \|u_0\|^2_{L^2}) T^{2/q} M \|u_0\|_{H^{1/2+\epsilon}} \}.$$

This completes the proof of (3.15).

4 Outline of Proof of Theorem 2.6

In this section we describe the idea of the proof of Theorem 2.6. For the proof, it suffices to show the following theorem.

**Theorem 4.1** ([9]). *Let $u$ and $v$ be smooth solutions to (MS) with the same smooth data satisfying*

$$u, v \in L^\infty(0, T; H^{1/2}) \cap L^p(0, T; B^{1/2}_{q,2}) \quad (4.1)$$
for some $q > 4$ with $1/p = 1/2 - 1/q$. Then, $u \equiv v$ holds. Moreover, the estimate
\[
\|u(t) - v(t)\|_{H^{-1/2}} \leq C\|u(t') - v(t')\|_{H^{-1/2}} \tag{4.2}
\]
holds when $t > t'$, where the constant $C$ depends on $\|u\|_{L_T^p H^{1/2}}$, $\|v\|_{L_T^p H^{1/2}}$, $\|u\|_{L_T^p B_{q,2}^{1/2}}$, and $\|v\|_{L_T^p B_{q,2}^{1/2}}$, and $B_{p,q}^s$ is the Besov space.

Let $u, v$ be the solutions to (P), then $w \equiv u - v$ satisfy
\[
i \partial_t w + \Delta w = iA[u] \cdot \nabla w + i(A[u] - A[v]) \cdot \nabla v. \tag{4.3}
\]
The usual way to show the uniqueness is to estimate the $L^2$-norm of $w$. In fact, multiplying $\bar{w}$ to both sides of the equation (4.3), taking the imaginary part, and then integrating over $\mathbb{R}^2$, we obtain
\[
\frac{1}{2} \partial_t \|w(t)\|_{L^2}^2 = \text{Re} \int_{\mathbb{R}^2} (A[u] - A[v]) \cdot \nabla v \bar{w} \, dx.
\]
If we consider the solutions in the class
\[
u \in C([0,T];H^s)
\]
with $s > 1$, then the uniqueness of solutions is easily obtained as follows. Let $1 < s_0 < \min(s, 2)$, and set $1/p = 1 - s_0/2$, $1/2 = 1/p + 1/q$, and $1/r = 1/q + 1/2$. Then, applying the Hölder inequality and the Sobolev embedding we obtain
\[
\frac{1}{2} \partial_t \|w(t)\|_{L^2}^2 \leq \left| \int_{\mathbb{R}^2} (A[u] - A[v]) \cdot \nabla v \bar{w} \, dx \right|
\leq \|D^{-1}(|u|^2 - |v|^2)\|_{L^q} \|\nabla v\|_{L^p} \|w\|_{L^2}
\lesssim \|u^2 - |v|^2\|_{L^p} \|v\|_{\dot{H}^{s_0}} \|w\|_{L^2}
\lesssim (\|u\|_{L^q} + \|v\|_{L^q}) \|v\|_{\dot{H}^{s_0}} \|w\|_{L^2}
\lesssim (\|u\|_{\dot{H}^{2-s_0}} + \|v\|_{\dot{H}^{2-s_0}}) \|v\|_{\dot{H}^{s_0}} \|w\|_{L^2}^2.
\]
Since $H^s \hookrightarrow \dot{H}^{2-s_0}$, $H^s \hookrightarrow \dot{H}^{s_0}$, by using the Gronwall inequality we obtain
\[
\|w(t)\|_{L^2} \leq C\|w(0)\|_{L^2},
\]
which implies the uniqueness of solutions.

To show the uniqueness of less regular solutions, we consider the estimate of $w$ in $H^{-1/2}$ instead of $L^2$ to overcome the loss of the derivative the nonlinearity. We use the following energy estimate.
Lemma 4.2. Let $w$ be a solution to
\[ i\partial_t w + \Delta w - ia \cdot \nabla w = F, \] (4.4)
where $a$ is $\mathbb{R}^2$-valued function. Then, for $0 < s < 1$, $0 < t < T$, we have
\[ \|w(t)\|_{H^{-s}} \leq \exp\left\{ C \int_0^t \|\nabla a(t')\|_{L^\infty} dt' \right\} \left( \|w(0)\|_{H^{-s}} + \int_0^t \|F(t')\|_{H^{-s}} dt' \right). \] (4.5)

Idea of Proof of Lemma 4.2. For $0 \leq \tau < T$, we denote by $S(t, \tau)f$ the solution to
\[ \begin{cases} i\partial_t v + \Delta v - ia \cdot \nabla v = 0, & (t, x) \in (\tau, T) \times \mathbb{R}^2, \\ v(\tau, x) = f(x), & x \in \mathbb{R}^2. \end{cases} \]
Then, the solution to (4.4) is written as
\[ w(t) = S(t, 0)w(0) - i \int_0^t S(t, \tau)F(\tau)d\tau. \]
Thus, to prove (4.5) it suffices to show
\[ \|S(t, \tau)f\|_{H^{-s}} \leq \exp\left\{ C \int_0^t \|\nabla a(t')\|_{L^\infty} dt' \right\} \|f\|_{H^{-s}}. \] (4.6)

To prove (4.6) we consider the dual problem for fixed $t \in (0, T)$,
\[ \begin{cases} i\partial_\tau \tilde{v} + \Delta \tilde{v} - i\nabla \cdot (a \tilde{v}) = 0, & (\tau, x) \in (0, t) \times \mathbb{R}^2, \\ \tilde{v}(t, x) = g(x), & x \in \mathbb{R}^2. \end{cases} \]
We denote by $\tilde{S}(\tau, t)g$ the solution to the problem above. Then, $\tilde{S}(\tau, t)$ is dual operator to $S(t, \tau)$. In fact, the simple calculation shows that
\[ \partial_\tau \langle S(t', \tau)f, \tilde{S}(t', t)g \rangle = 0 \]
by using the equation, and integrating this from $\tau$ to $t$ we derive
\[ \langle S(t, \tau)f, g \rangle = \langle f, \tilde{S}(\tau, t)g \rangle. \]
Meanwhile, from the equation we have
\[ \partial_\tau \|\tilde{v}(\tau)\|^2_{L^2} \leq \int a \cdot \nabla |\tilde{v}|^2 dx \leq \|\nabla a\|_{L^\infty} \|\tilde{v}(\tau)\|_{L^2}. \]
Similarly, we have
\[ \partial_\tau \|\nabla \tilde{v}(\tau)\|_{L^2} \leq C\|\nabla a\|_{L^\infty} \|\nabla \tilde{v}(\tau)\|_{L^2}. \]
Thus, interpolating them we obtain

$$
\| \tilde{S}(\tau, t)g \|_{H^s} \leq \exp \left\{ C \int_0^t \| \nabla a(t') \|_{L^\infty} dt' \right\} \| g \|_{H^s},
$$

(4.7)

for \( 0 \leq s \leq 1 \). Therefore, by using the duality we obtain

$$
\| S(t, \tau)f \|_{H^{-s}} = \sup_{\| \varphi \|_{H^s} = 1} \left| \int S(t, \tau)f \varphi \, dx \right| \\
= \sup_{\| \varphi \|_{H^s} = 1} \left| \int f \tilde{S}(\tau, t)\varphi \, dx \right| \\
\leq \sup_{\| \varphi \|_{H^s} = 1} \| f \|_{H^{-s}} \| \tilde{S}(\tau, t)\varphi \|_{H^s} \\
\leq \exp \left\{ C \int_0^t \| \nabla a(\tau) \|_{L^\infty} d\tau \right\} \| f \|_{H^{-s}}.
$$

Thus we obtain (4.6).

Applying Lemma 4.2 to (4.3) with \( s = 1/2 \) we obtain

$$
\| w(t) \|_{H^{-1/2}} \leq \exp \left\{ C \int_0^T \| \nabla \mathbf{A}[u](t') \|_{L^\infty} dt' \right\} \\
\times \left( \| w(0) \|_{H^{-1/2}} + \int_0^t \| (\mathbf{A}[u] - \mathbf{A}[v]) \cdot \nabla v \|_{H^{-1/2}} dt' \right).
$$

(4.8)

Since \( \nabla \mathbf{A}[u] \sim R_j R_k |u|^2 \), for sufficiently small \( \delta > 0 \) and \( \delta > 2/\tilde{q} \), we have

$$
\| \nabla \mathbf{A}[u] \|_{L^\infty} \lesssim \| J^\delta R_j R_k |u|^2 \|_{L^\delta} \lesssim \| J^\delta |u|^2 \|_{L^\delta} \lesssim \| J^\delta u \|_{B_{\tilde{q},2}^{1/2}}^2.
$$

So, the problem is to estimate the product of functions in the Sobolev spaces of negative order which appears in the last term in (4.8).

**Remark 4.3.** One might think there would be another possibility to apply Lemma 4.2 instead of \( H^{-1/2} \). However, from the general version of the lemma below, and from the structure of the nonlinear term, the space \( H^{-1/2} \) provides the best result in our method.

**Lemma 4.4.** Suppose \( n = 2 \) and \( q > 4 \). Then the following estimates hold.

$$
\| fg \|_{H^{-1/2}} \lesssim \| g \|_{B_{\tilde{q},2}^{1/2}} \| f \|_{H^{-1/2}},
$$

(4.9)

$$
\| (G * (fg)) \nabla h \|_{H^{-1/2}} \lesssim (\| g \|_{H^{1/2}} \| h \|_{H^{1/2}} + \| g \|_{B_{\tilde{q},2}^{1/2}} \| h \|_{B_{\tilde{q},2}^{1/2}}) \| f \|_{H^{-1/2}}.
$$

(4.10)
If we apply (4.10) to estimate the last term of (4.8), then we obtain
\[\|w(t)\|_{H^{-1/2}} \leq C\left(\|w(0)\|_{H^{-1/2}} + \int_{0}^{t} \left(\|u(\tau)\|_{X}^{2} + \|v(\tau)\|_{X}^{2}\right)\|w(\tau)\|_{H^{-1/2}}d\tau\right),\]
where we denoted \(X = H^{1/2} \cap B_{q,2}^{1/2}\). Thus, by the Gronwall inequality we obtain
\[\|w(t)\|_{H^{-1/2}} \leq C\|w(t)\|_{H^{-1/2}}.\]
Thus, Theorem 4.1, the uniqueness of the solution, follows.

Finally we describe the idea of the proof of Lemma 4.4.

Idea of Proof of Lemma 4.4. To prove (4.10) we first show that
\[\|fg\|_{H^{1/2}} \lesssim \|g\|_{B_{q,2}^{1/2}}\|f\|_{H^{1/2}}\] (4.11)
holds. In fact, by using fractional Leibniz rule we have
\[\|fg\|_{H^{1/2}} \lesssim \|f\|_{H^{1/2}}\|g\|_{B_{\infty,2}^{0}} + \|f\|_{B_{r,2}^{0}}\|g\|_{B_{q,2}^{1/2}},\]
where \(1/2 = 1/q + 1/r\). Then, the embeddings \(B_{q,2}^{1/2} \hookrightarrow B_{\infty,2}^{0}\) and \(H^{1/2} \hookrightarrow H^{2/q} \hookrightarrow B_{r,2}^{0}\) give (4.11). Thus, by using the duality we obtain
\[\|fg\|_{H^{-1/2}} = \sup_{\|\varphi\|_{H^{1/2}} = 1} \left|\int fg\varphi dx\right|\]
\[\leq \sup_{\|\varphi\|_{H^{1/2}} = 1} \|f\|_{H^{-1/2}}\|g\varphi\|_{H^{1/2}}\]
\[\lesssim \|f\|_{H^{-1/2}}\|g\|_{B_{q,2}^{1/2}}.\]

Now we turn to the proof of (4.10). Since \(\text{div} G*(fg) = 0\), we have
\[\|(G*(fg))\nabla h\|_{H^{-1/2}} = \|\text{div}\{G*(fg)\}h\|_{H^{-1/2}} \lesssim \|(G*(fg))h\|_{H^{1/2}}.\] (4.12)
To estimate the right hand side of (4.12) we divide \(G*(fg)\) into the high frequency part and the low frequency part,
\[G*(fg) = S_{0}(G*(fg)) + (1 - S_{0})(G*(fg)).\] (4.13)
Here, \(S_{0}\) is defined as the Fourier multiplier by \(\varphi\), where \(\varphi \in C_{0}^{\infty}(\mathbb{R}^{2})\) with \(\varphi \equiv 1\) near the origin.
As for the high frequency part, the second term on the right hand side of (4.13), we easily obtain
\[
\| \{(1 - S_0)(G * (fg))\} h \|_{H^{1/2}} \lesssim \| h \|_{B_{q,2}^{1/2}} \| (1 - S_0)(G * (fg)) \|_{H^{1/2}} \\
\lesssim \| h \|_{B_{q,2}^{1/2}} \| fg \|_{H^{-1/2}} \\
\lesssim \| h \|_{B_{q,2}^{1/2}} \| g \|_{B_{q,2}^{1/2}} \| f \|_{H^{-1/2}},
\]
by using (4.11), (4.9).

As for the low frequency part, the first term on the right hand side of (4.13), we estimate
\[
\| \{S_0(G * (fg))\} h \|_{H^{1/2}} \lesssim \| S_0(G * (fg)) \|_{W^{1,\infty}} \| h \|_{H^{1/2}}.
\]
To complete the proof we have to estimate $S_0(G * (fg))$ and its gradient. By translation invariance it suffices to do this at the origin. The argument for $S_0(G * (fg))$ and for its gradient is the same. We observe that
\[
S_0(G * (fg))(0) = \{\Phi * (fg)\}(0) \\
= \int_{\mathbb{R}^2} \Phi(y)f(y)g(y)dy,
\]
where we set $\Phi = F^{-1}[\varphi] * G$. Note that $\Phi \in L^r(\mathbb{R}^2)$ for $2 < r < \infty$. Thus,
\[
|S_0(G * (fg))(0)| = \left| \int_{\mathbb{R}^2} \Phi(y)f(y)g(y)dy \right| \\
\leq \| \Phi \|_{H^{1/2}} \| f \|_{H^{-1/2}} \\
\lesssim \| \Phi \|_{B_{q,2}^{1/2}} \| g \|_{H^{1/2}} \| f \|_{H^{-1/2}}.
\]
Finally, we notice that
\[
\| \Phi \|_{B_{q,2}^{1/2}} \lesssim \| \Phi \|_{B_{q,q}^{1/2+\epsilon}} \lesssim \| \Phi \|_{B_{q,q}} \sim \| \Phi \|_{L^q} < \infty,
\]
since $\Phi$ is supported in the low frequency part in the Fourier space, and $\Phi \in L^r(\mathbb{R}^2)$ for $2 < r < \infty$. This completes the proof of (4.10). $$
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